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In 1922, three young men founded the avant-garde magazine 
7 Arts to promote the arts and in particular the synthesis 
of all the arts as only architecture and cinema can achieve. 
Pierre Bourgeois, a poet, his brother Victor, an architect, 
and the painter Pierre-Louis Flouquet were soon joined 
by the composer Georges Monier and Karel Maes, painter, 
engraver and furniture designer. 

“The five” succeeded in harnessing the vital forces of the 
Belgian avant-garde and in placing their magazine at the 
very heart of the European avant-garde. Throughout the 
six years of publication the pages of the magazine provided 
a platform for the principal protagonists of the Belgian 
and international artistic scene: De Stijl, the Bauhaus, the 
Purists, the Constructivists, the Futurists and many other 
champions of the geometric abstraction to which they gave 
the name Plastique pure or ‘Pure Plastic’. Their ambition 
was to have the arts penetrate every dimension of modern 
urban life and to transform it in the process. 

In 2020, the CIVA is devoting a retrospective exhibition to 
7 Arts, the impressive adventure that this work presents.

Karel MAES, The five founders of 7 Arts (from l. to r.);; Victor Bourgeois, 7 Arts, nr. 25, 27 maart, 1924; Pierre Bourgeois, 7 Arts, nr. 22, 6 maart 1924; 
Pierre-Louis Flouquet, 7 Arts, nr. 11, 20 december 1923; Karel Maes, 7 Arts, nr. 7, 22 november 1923; Georges Monier, 7 Arts, nr. 14, 10 januari 1924
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01.
7 ARTS: A MAGAZINE OF COMBATS
In 1922, in Brussels, five very young artists – the poet Pierre Bourgeois, his 
architect brother Victor Bourgeois, the painters Pierre-Louis Flouquet and Karel 
Maes and the musician and critic Georges Monier – assembled a section of the 
Belgian avant-garde around a weekly magazine, 7 Arts.

The publication sought to be multidisciplinary with the key mission of 
promoting Pure plastic in the sense of a geometric abstraction applied to all 
the arts. At the same time they took up a social or even political position: 
Pure plastic must invade the city and create a new relationship between the city-
dweller and his or her environment, whether urban or domestic.

Two disciplines received particular coverage: cinema, a new art in which 
everything was possible and, above all, architecture which was totally 
reinventing itself amid the ruins of the Great War. This juxtaposition of 
architecture – with its technical demands and necessary rigour of design – and 
the other arts is part of what made the magazine so unique. Among the group 
members and those close to them it was not unusual for painters to try their 
hand at architecture, for architects to design furniture or for writers to theorise 
about architecture or evoke its beauty in their poems.

Consisting of between four and eight pages, the magazine format was that 
of a broadsheet newspaper, in black and white and richly illustrated with 
reproductions of paintings and photographs of buildings and furniture, 
architectural plans and even musical scores as well as a great many prints, 
principally the work of Maes and Flouquet. Every week articles, manifestos, 
features and reports proposed a revolutionising of the links between 
architecture, urbanism, literature, cinema, the decorative arts, music and theatre 
that would be free of any hierarchy while at the same time bringing the latest 
news from the very active literary and artistic circles in Belgium and Europe.
 

The magazine circulated widely beyond the borders of Belgium and the editors 
kept up an assiduous correspondence with leading actors in Europe’s avant-
garde:  De Stijl in the Netherlands, Der Sturm and the Bahaus in Germany, 
Il Futurismo in Italy and L’Esprit Nouveau in France. 7 Arts ceased publication 
in 1928, after six seasons and 156 issues. Shortly afterwards, Flouquet described 
7 Arts as the most important «organ of doctrine and combat» of the modern 
movement in Belgium.

The exhibition curators would like to point out that they chose to present 
primarily works dating from the magazine’s period of publication, thus 1922 to 
1928, and voluntarily limited themselves to artists covered most extensively 
in the magazine.
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02.
EUROPE’S AVANT-GARDES
The Italian Futurists set the ball rolling in 1909, followed closely by the Parisian 
Cubists and the Russian Constructivists.

The war, of course, was a diversion, except in neutral countries such as 
Switzerland, where the Dadaists took refuge, and the Netherlands, where the 
protagonists of De Stijl were active.

Once the hostilities were over, a network of young and engaged artistic and 
literary movements blossomed across Europe, from Romania to France and from 
Germany to Italy, movements that published fervent manifestos.

Their preferred means of expression and exchange? The magazine, an essential 
instrument in the ideological and artistic struggle.

As they issued their work, they positioned themselves in relation to each other, 
exchanged articles and photographs, and wove a genuine web whose centre was 
Belgium, which acted as a transmission belt.

7 Arts would thus not only occupy a central place in the Belgian avant-garde, but 
would also maintain close links with Le Corbusier’s L’Esprit Nouveau, Gropius’s 
Bauhaus, Marinetti’s Il Futurismo and Theo van Doesburg’s De Stijl. 

The aim was to support each other and to maintain a network to promote the 
avant-garde on a European scale.
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03.
SALONS AND EXHIBITIONS: 
THE 7 ARTS SHOWCASES
The international salons and exhibitions gave the avant-gardes the opportunity 
to show the general public the extent of their skills. The Salon de La Lanterne 
sourde in Brussels in 1923 and the Biennale of Decorative Arts in Monza in 
1925 were therefore the occasion for the group linked to the Belgian avant-garde 
magazine 7 Arts (1922—1928) to present some examples of their work.  

The Salon de La Lanterne sourde, “Les Arts belges d’esprit nouveau” (Belgian 
arts in the new spirit), Palais d’Egmont, Brussels 1923: “7 Arts – L’Équerre” 
stand designed by Victor Bourgeois and presenting works by Pierre-Louis 
Flouquet, Karel Maes, Jozef Peeters, Felix De Boeck and Victor Servranckx. 
(Reconstruction, in black and white, from period documents).  

Monza Biennale of Decorative Arts, 1925, Belgian stand showing particularly: 
two chairs and a desk by Victor Bourgeois, paintings by Jozef Peeters, Jean-
Jacques Gailliard and Karel Maes, graphic compositions by Marc Eemans and 
Emile Henvaux, a lamp by Baugniet, a sculpture by Servranckx and a carpet by 
Jean Norbert Cockx.

Stand “7 Arts-L’Équerre” at the Fair of La Lanterne Sourde at the Palais d’Egmont on the Petit Sablon, 
Brussels, 1923 © Photo Duquenne – Coll. CIVA, Brussels
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04.
COLOUR
Due to the black and white photographs of the time, modern architecture is 
often also perceived as being in black and white, with the effect of accentuating 
the rigoristic forms of the facades that one imagines as being coated in various 
shades of grey. In fact, while some architects left bare the natural colour of 
the concrete, most buildings had some kind of outer skin. In the case of Huib 
Hoste this takes the form of a combination of bricks and ceramics in warm 
colours. Louis-Herman De Koninck and Victor Servranckx show a preference 
for brickwork combined with painted plaster or other materials. As to Victor 
Bourgeois, the walls of his Cité Moderne were painted in beige and sand, while 
his house is adorned with red, black and grey lines. 

The interiors are both bolder and more varied, in terms of materials and the use 
of colour, as found in the architecture of the Bauhaus or De Stilj. Tables, chairs, 
dressers and floors are in harmony with the walls on which frescos are painted 
and large paintings are hung. Banishing the sombre vision of the previous 
century, the new designs seek to offer space, comfort and light for modern users 
while at the same time enveloping them in colour to brighten up everyday life.  

Marcel-Louis BAUGNIET (1896-1995), Office-library unit for a factory manager, 1922.  
© A. Waedemon – © SABAM Belgium 2020 – Coll. CIVA, Brussels
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05.
RHYTHMS
Whether in the painting of Pierre-Louis Flouquet or of Victor Servranckx, the 
organisation of facades designed by Victor Bourgeois, the illustrations of Karel 
Maes, the decors of Marcel-Louis Baugniet, the poetry collections of Pierre 
Bourgeois or quite simply in the layout of the pages of 7 Arts, rhythm plays a 
major role.

When placed side by side, certain architectural plans, water colours, paintings 
or advertising seem to have been composed to respect a single and common 
dynamic.  As if the rhythmic pulse of the Pure plastic reverberated through all of 
the seven arts regardless of the support, whether works of art or elements from 
everyday life.

Recesses, overlaps, sequences of simple forms and staccato rhythms all lend to 
the various motifs – whether in two or three dimensions – an impression of 
effervescence and of dynamism that corresponds to the modernity as envisaged 
by the 7 Arts protagonists: a world in flux in which nothing is fixed as, in their 
opinion, it is speed that defines this 20th century of revolution. 

P. BOURGEOIS, “Architecture moderne”, in: 7 Arts, no. 27,  
24 April 1924 – CIVA, Brussels
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06.
MOVEMENTS
For 7 Arts, “movement” is multi-facetted. There is the movement back and 
forth between the different disciplines as 7 Arts seeks liberation from the 
compartmentalization of the arts. But “movement” also in the sense of the 
moving place occupied by the individual in the urban space that urbanism must 
organise.

Sport – healthy living was in fashion – also occupies pride of place in the 
magazine that devotes many articles to the benefits of physical exercise, from 
running to boxing. True to the transdisciplinarity, the magazine published a 
“movement” taken from the score composed by Georges Monier for the Olympic 
Games. 

But movement also means dance and theatre. In particular the performances 
of Akarova, Baugniet’s wife, and productions by the group L’Assaut. In short, 
movement is the body whether on stage, in the home, or out and about in the 
city or in the world; like Charlie Chaplin – adored by the members of 7 Arts – 
and who uses his body like a political tool, moving through the city and social 
circles and moving borders that had previously seemed impermeable. 

Marcel Louis BAUGNIET (1896-1995), Kaloprosopie, ca. 1925,
© A. Waedemon – © SABAM Belgium 2020 – Coll. CIVA, Bruxelles
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07.
CORNER PROBLEMS 
When you look at all the plastic proposals of 7 Arts – architecture, painting, 
graphics, furniture – you cannot fail to be struck by the repeated presence of one 
important motif: the right angle. No doubt a reaction to the previous generation 
that had a penchant for the swirled and the rounded?

The right angle but also the acute or obtuse angle as well as the triangle are 
present in many compositions, often becoming the principal element. As in the 
central building of Victor Bourgeois’ Cité Moderne where the repeated use of 
the right angle serves to open up spaces that are not directly overlooked and to 
create shop windows visible from two sides.

Marcel-Louis Baugniet, Victor Servranckx, Karel Maes, Felix De Boeck and 
Jozef Peeters all used the angle extensively in their paintings but also in their 
theatre sets or illustrations. This interplay of angles clearly lends itself to the 
stylization of nature or of the urban environment (triangular trees, rectangular 
houses). In graphics, we find this same use of the clear-cut angle that lends 
dynamism to a page or a typography. All of which to the point where Paul 
Werrie described boxing as two opposing fighters who meet at the tips of their 
gloves in a posture that reproduces an acute angle.

A question of perspective.

Victor BOURGEOIS (1897-1962), Cité Moderne, Sint-Agatha-Berchem, Brussel, 1922-1925. 
Stanted glass by Pierre-Louis Flouquet. Coll. CIVA, Brussels © Coll. CIVA, Brussels
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7 Arts, no 2, 25 October 1925, p. 1 
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08.
SPREADING OF THE MODERN
In a small insert titled “Pénétration moderne”, 7 Arts announced that the painter 
Victor Servranckx had just received a commission to design a display for La 
Générale d’Electricité. 

An anecdote? Not entirely as 7 Arts harboured the ambition of seeing modernity 
«penetrate» every aspect of urban life. The “Carnet d’un citadin”(City-dweller’s 
notebook) , one of the magazine’s most important columns, featured articles  on 
the sounds of the city, public lighting, neon signs, the road network, nature in an 
urban environment, advertising and shop window displays. Then there was the 
use of colour to enliven walls and render interiors more convivial. 

In other words, a way for Pure plastic to spread its message was to enter 
all dimensions of life and of the city: the modern spirit had to penetrate 
everywhere. Through these practical expressions the group promoted a kind 
of colourful utopia that broke with the harshness and the greyness of previous 
generations.

7Arts, no 2, 25 October 1925, p. 1 
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7 Arts, no. 1, 18 october 1925 – Coll. CIVA, Brussels
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09.
EVENTS
05.03.20 OPE N I NG N IG HT

14.03.20 NOCTURNE  Museum Night Fever

19.03.20 TOUR   Serge Goyens de Heusch 
     (art collector /art historian)

 
14 — 17.04.20 ATELIER   Abstraction (5—8 years old)

14 — 17.04.20 ATELIER   1922, terrain à bâtir (9—12 years old)

07.05.20 TOUR   Xavier Canonne 
     (Musée de la photographie Charleroi, tbc)

09.05.20 WORKSHOP  by Institut Saint-Luc

14.05.20 TOUR+CONCERT by Salvatore Sclafani & Frauke Elsen

21.05.20 FILM   Introducing: Charles Dekeukeleire

07.06.20 F I N ISSAG E

10.
MEDIATION
WORKSHOP SPACE

For the more (or less) young people, take a look at the workshop space within 
the exhibition, a space dedicated to the discovery of geometric abstraction 
through creation.

TOURS

Book a guided tour as a group. During the visit expert CIVA guides will 
highlight different aspects of the exhibition. Late night openings occur on a 
regular basis, during which guided tours are part of the program. You are more 
than welcome to join in, alone or as a group. Keep an eye on our website and 
social media for other activities! 

SCHOOLS AND ASSOCIATIONS 

The CIVA offers schools and associations a commented tour associated with a 
creative workshop. Contact education@civa.brussels to take your students into 
the world of geometric abstraction!
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PRACTICAL
INFO
 EXPO

7 ARTS
Belgian avant-garde, 1922 — 1928

06.03.20 — 07.06.20

 CIVA

Rue de l’Ermitage 55 Kluisstraat, 
Ixelles 1050 Elsene

 OPENING HOURS

 Tuesday—Sunday: 10:30 — 18:00

 TICKETS

• Adults: 10€ 
• Students & 65+: 5€
• – 18 ans 
 + press
 + museumPASSmusées: free 
• Group: 8€ / personne
 (for groups of minimum 8 persons)

Guided tours and reservations via
education@civa.brussels

 EXTRA INFO  
 & UPDATES

www.civa.brussels
www.facebook.com/civabrussels
www.instagram.com/civabrussels
Tag us! @civabrussels

 PRESS

Dieter Vanthournout
T. 02 642 24 87 / 0497 90 12 51
d.vanthournout@civa.brussels
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Hoofdstedelijk Gewest


